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After 29 years in the book business, Ray is now relaxing and living 

the retired life after handing the reins over to Dana on April 1.  
 

Please join us at our   

“Changing of the Guard”  Open House celebration on  

Saturday, April 20 from 3-6 p.m. 

Announcing the 2013-14 Great Michigan Read:  
 

Annie's Ghosts  
by Steve Luxenberg 

 
 After careful selection by a statewide selection committee, the 2013-14 Great Michigan Read 
title has been chosen. Please join the Michigan Humanities Council and nonprofit organizations around 
the state in reading Annie's Ghosts, written by Washington Post associate editor and Detroit native Ste-
ve Luxenberg. 
 Annie's Ghosts is part memoir, part detective story, and part history. As the author tries to 
understand his mom's reasons for hiding her sister's existence, he takes readers on a journey into his 
mother's world of the 1930s and '40s, where he explores how a poor, immigrant family manages life 
with a child who has special needs.  
 Annie's Ghosts is a story about family secrets, personal journeys, genealogy, mental disability 

and illness, poverty, and immigration. It is a story of re-framing one's self-understanding once a family secret is 
revealed, providing insight into how our identities are shaped by learning something shockingly new about our 
family history. (from the MI Humanities Council website) 
 
Previous Great Michigan Read Titles 
 The Nick Adams Stories by Ernest Hemingway (2007-08) 

 Stealing Buddha’s Dinner: A Memoir by Bich Minh Nguyen (2009-10) 

 Arc of Justice: A Saga of Race, Civil Rights, and Murder in the Jazz Age by Kevin Boyle (2011-12) 
 
 
 

EVENTS TO BE ANNOUNCED. We’ll post them on our website as they’re finalized. 



My Last Word 

 Twenty nine years ago 

when I opened the doors to 

Snowbound Books, I imagined a 

cozy used bookstore that would 

sell really interesting books.  I real-

ized that I had to make a go of 

this so I also imagined selling real-

ly popular books as well.  As time 

went on, I found myself stocking 

more and more new books, both interesting and popu-

lar.  Of course sometimes interesting and popular merge, 

and isn’t that a wonderful day? 

 But quite often a real gem of a book 

is far from the popular imagination. You won’t find it 

on a bestseller list. Bookstores and libraries are the per-

fect place to hunt for such a treasure and used 

bookstores are best of all. You get to keep it and on the 

cheap. 

Shortly after I opened in April of 1984, the city 

dug up Third Street in front of my new store to replace 

the water and sewer lines.  One day my entire sales 

amounted to $6.26.  A retired bookseller lived about a 

block away on Bluff Street and he would often stop by 

to see how I was doing.  

One day I was reading a copy of The Bible in 

Spain by George Borrow and he asked, “Oh, are you a 

Borrovian?” I thought he was making the word up, but 

Borrovians do exist and I guess I was one of them. Bor-

row’s travelogue of a walking tour of Wales in the mid 

1800’s, Wild Wales:  It’s People, Language and Scenery,  

is a true delight of humor and eccentricity.  His wife 

took the train from lodging to lodging while he walked 

through the countryside impressing the natives with his 

ability to speak Welsh.  In 1835, Borrow took a job to 

go to Madrid and sell Spanish languages Bibles. The 

Catholic Church objected strongly to the Bible in transla-

tion, which meant the people of Spain did not read the 

Bible for themselves. His adventures were many and 

most of them had little to do with selling Bibles.  At one 

point Borrow had one bible left but a part of Spain he 

longed to visit, so off he went. 

Recently, an Everyman’s edition of The Bible in 

Spain  crossed our counter and I took it home and put it 

on top of my WIR (When I Retire) pile of books to be 

consumed at leisure.  

There are many reasons I feel fortunate to have 

been a bookseller for almost 30 

years—lovely people to work 

with, interesting booklovers to 

meet and talk to everyday, an 

industry full of engaging authors 

and other professionals, but in the 

end, I feel most fortunate to be 

have been surrounded by books 

every day. ~ Ray 

Ray c. 1984 

 Owning a bookstore was never a lifelong dream 

of mine. I was content with the privilege of simply being a 

bookstore employee. I love the people I work with, and 

love this book-lined environment and the myriad of folks 

who populate it on a daily basis. I was happy. But a few 

years ago Ray started hinting about retirement, and after I 

got over my initial panic, I began to think about what that 

meant. Not just for me personally, but for the Marquette 

community.   

 Over the years, Marquette has lost bookstores— 

Sandpiper, B. Dalton, the paperback exchange shop—yet 

here Snowbound is. While there’s always the online con-

glomerates, nothing can really compare to wandering 

through the stacks and seeing what jumps off the shelf at 

you. Clicking on internet links generated by algorithms 

seems a poor substitute for serendipity or a well thought 

out personal recommendation. Author Neil Gaiman says 

that “a town just isn’t a town without a bookstore,” and 

although I’ve just heard this quote recently, it’s something 

I’ve been thinking about a lot in the last few years.   

 We have many out-of-towners who come in 

mourning the loss of their own local bookstore—chain or 

independent— and they are, to a person, relieved we are 

still here. They, too, love the physicality of the world of 

books. So a Marquette without a bookstore? It’d be like 

going to a person’s house who doesn’t own any books: 

it’s just plain weird.   

 The prospect horrified me, and the idea of buy-

ing Snowbound from Ray took root. Friends and family 

were encouraging, and it became first a possibility, and 

now a reality. I have to say though, that Dianne was part 

of the deal. I wouldn’t have even considered tackling this 

endeavor without her.  She is a huge part of what makes 

Snowbound Snowbound, and a hell of a hard worker who 

knows this business inside and out. Lea seamlessly joined 

the SB team last year, and it feels like she’s been here for-

ever. Her charm and humor make this place feel like 

home.  

 This is beginning to sound like an Oscar ac-

ceptance speech, but bear with me one more minute be-

cause I have to say this about Ray. Snowbound is his baby, 

and I know this has been bittersweet for him. He has been 

incredibly generous with his knowledge and support the 

last few years, preparing me for what feels more like an 

adoption than a business transaction. I hope he knows that 

I’ll do my best to take care 

of Snowbound and keep it 

here for the next generation 

of readers.   ~ Dana 



FICTION 
Life After Life by Kate Atkinson 

 Atkinson looks at the world differently 

than most people, and this talent allows her take 

risks in her writing that another author couldn't get 

away with. For example, the main character in 

Behind the Scenes at the Museum begins narrating 

at the moment of her conception. So it didn’t real-

ly surprise me that Atkinson kills off Ursula Todd 

on the first page of this new novel. Or that she 

brings her back on the second, only to repeat the 

cycle again and again, with Ursula making it a little 

further each time. Like Owen Meany, she has a 

purpose in life that’s bigger than herself, and as the 

story progresses, we see that the little decisions in 

life can be momentous.  

 The prologue gives us one possible outcome of Ursula’s 

life, and though it’s an event the reader roots for, it’s merely a 

taste of what Atkinson has in mind for this remarkable young 

woman.  Through her many restarts, Ursula leads several lives, 

some incredible and some mundane, made even more so because 

we know what she’s capable of. And in these sections, oddly 

enough, I found myself looking forward to her death so that she 

could get on with her life. It’s quite a masterful manipulation of 

reader emotions on Atkinson’s part.  

 In another writer’s hands, this story would have been 

repetitious and confusing, but Atkinson is a clever and deft au-

thor, and effortlessly manages the complexities and implications 

of resurrecting Ursula over and over.  This is a perfect novel for a 

rainy weekend on the couch, to be enjoyed in a long soak rather 

than quick splashes.  ~ Dana 

 

Golem and the Jinni by Helene Wecker 

 In 1899, New York City is still the arrival 

point for millions of immigrants coming to Ameri-

ca looking for new opportunities, better lives, or a 

chance to reinvent themselves.  This wonderful 

debut novel focuses on two recent arrivals, Chava 

and Ahmed, who initially want none of these 

things. Neither has come to the United States in-

tentionally, and though both appear to be in their 

twenties, their looks are deceiving. Chava is barely 

a week old, and Ahmed first wandered the deserts 

of his homeland thousands of years ago. 

 Chava is a golem, crafted from clay, de-

signed to serve a master as his wife. Ahmed is a 

jinni, a powerful magical being trapped into the 

proverbial lantern. Once released from their respective confine-

ments, each character must find a place in this new world to call 

her/his own. Their stories run parallel for a while as they adjust to 

life, and then converge in an unexpected manner. 

 Drawing on both Jewish and Arabic mythologies, Weck-

er puts a new spin on ancient legends.  Her writing is incredibly 

vivid and well-paced, and the story highly imagined. In fact, it’s 

so creative that I think she used up all her imagination on the guts 

of it, and had to go with a rather mundane title. But don’t let this 

hold you back; this is a noteworthy debut that promises big 

things from this author.  ~ Dana 

 

 

 

 

 

The Burgess Boys by Elizabeth Strout 

 Pulitzer Prize winner Elizabeth Strout has 

returned to Maine, this time spinning the tale of 

three adult siblings facing a family crisis. The story 

begins when Susan Burgess’ 16-year-old son Zach 

is arrested for throwing a frozen pig’s head into a 

Somali prayer service, prompting Susan’s two 

older brothers to return to their hometown and 

offer questionable legal and moral support. As 

the siblings spend more time together, a long-

repressed family drama bubbles to the surface.  

 It’s fascinating, isn’t it, how the identities 

imposed on us as children can shadow us into 

adulthood, long after we’re old enough to know 

better? And so it is for the Burgess family, blindly 

following paths defined from childhood, seemingly unable to 

break free from the roles assigned to them. It takes some pretty 

dramatic events to drive them out of their routines and actually 

begin to see themselves - and each other - in a new light.  

In addition to the drama blossoming within the family, 

the Burgess’ insulated Northeastern community has become the 

center of national attention following Zach’s “hate” crime. A 

growing number of Somali refugees are seeking safe haven here, 

and Strout gives us a thoughtful and thorough treatment illustrat-

ing and personalizing the complexities of immigration. She has 

managed to shine a wide (and in no way preachy) beam on the 

misunderstandings and personal motivations at the heart of the 

conflicts.  

If you are a fan of Olive Kitteridge, it’s a sure bet that 

you will like this book. It’s been a long time since I read Olive K., 

but the tone and character development are unmistakably Eliza-

beth Strout. ~ Lea 

 

How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia by Mohsin Hamid 

 This is an Everyman/Everywoman story. 

Hamid cleverly spins out his advice as if we are 

reading a self-help book instead of a novel. But 

there is a powerful story residing within this how-

to book. Neither of the main characters is named, 

nor do we know which country they live in. 

What they do possess is a commonality of culture 

and time and a similar drive to succeed no matter 

what they have to do.  

 Opportunities and timing assist the male 

in building a huge business in bottled water. Beau-

ty and nonchalance guide the female toward her 

goals. Each chapter doles out advice such as 

“Move to the City,” “Avoid Idealists,” “Work for 

Yourself,” “Be Prepared to Use Violence,” and “Befriend a Bu-

reaucrat.” Sound advice for any aspiring capitalist, I’d say.  

 The only other novel I can compare this to is 

one of my favorites, Waiting for the Barbarians by J. M. Coetze. 

While Hamid’s previous novel The Reluctant Fundalmentalist  

gave readers much to think about, Filthy Rich takes it up a notch. 

It is indeed rich in insight, gall, drive, and even a little love. I’m 

beginning to think that this author is brilliant. ~ Dianne 
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Available now 
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FICTION 
 

 

 

 

The Teleportation Accident by Ned Beauman 

 Quirky, irreverent, hilarious, bizarre…

this in a nutshell is The Teleportation Accident. I 

can’t begin to give you an accurate plot summary 

of the book. It’s a blend of historical fiction (the 

beginning of the Nazi regime), science fiction 

(teleportation and time travel), L.A. crime noir (a 

serial killer on the campus of Cal Tech), and side-

splitting satire. If I try to sum it up, I will tell you 

that a sex-obsessed man – German expressionist 

set designer Egon Loeser – pursues a trampy Ger-

man vixen – Adele Hitler – from Berlin to Paris to 

1935 Los Angeles.  

 Loeser is kind of a hapless, cocaine-

seeking, apolitical, horny guy whose favorite book 

is a pictorial entitled Midnight at the Nursing Academy. My fa-

vorite comic character is old Colonel George, an heir to the Sky-

Shine car polish business. Due to years of fume-huffing, the old 

man can no longer tell the difference between actual living 

breathing objects and pictures of objects. This makes for some 

ridiculously funny scenes.  

I think it’s safe to say that this book isn’t for everyone, 

but if you don’t mind going in some bizarre directions for a really 

clever book I can definitely recommend it. In my mind, it is kind 

of reminiscent of Richard Brautigan. Hold on and enjoy! ~ Lea 

 

The Unchangeable Spots of Leopards by Kristopher Jansma 

 This novel is a surprising and clever liter-

ary read. The narrator and the entire plot blur the 

lines between fact and fiction, and therein lays the 

fun. The main protagonist has always wanted to 

be a writer. As his attempts at writing and just 

plain living are consistently thwarted, he learns to 

live his life by appropriating other people’s work 

and lives.  

 If you thought that Yan Martel’s book 

Life of Pi was about creating a mythology for 

one’s life, than you’ll enjoy recognizing that Jans-

ma has written the bible on how to set up one’s 

own fictions. This story helped renew my admira-

tion for original, creative fiction.  I think that this 

is a must read for anyone who lives to write and writes to live. 

Highly recommended. ~ Dianne 

 

Afterwards by Rosamund Lupton 

 Our publisher rep told us we wouldn't be 

able to put this one down and she was right. I 

was actually happy to leave book club early be-

cause I wanted to finish it! They understood. 

Think of this story as a more mature, introspec-

tive homage to The Lovely Bones. It also has a lot 

more guts and angst.  

 I'll try not to give too much away. A 

school is on fire and a mother rushes in to save 

her child. It appears that the fire has 

been intentionally started. So Lupton has written a 

compelling detective story that is wrapped in the 

arms of parental love. Just try and put it down. 

~ Dianne 

 

 

The Yard  by Alex Grecian 

 After the Metropolitan Police’s failure to 

identify and find Jack the Ripper, Scotland Yard 

has formed a twelve-man Murder Squad to fight 

major crime in London. Walter Day, the newest 

member, is presented with his first case: the mur-

der of one of the detectives.  And so begins Alex 

Grecian’s novel of Victorian London. 

 The murder investigation soon blossoms 

into a number of cases that all come together 

nicely in the end.  In between are fascinating 

vignettes of life in 1880s London: the workhouse, 

the hospital, the morgue.  The beginnings of fo-

rensic science also play a big part in the novel, 

with a particularly vivid description of an autop-

sy. 

 The major characters are nicely drawn, especially Walter 

Day and an up-and-coming constable. This is a 

fine beginning to a new series. ~ Ray 

 

 Coming in May: The Black Country 

 

 

 

 

 

Beautiful Ruins by Jess Walter 

 There have been numerous novels 

about illegitimate children, but, presumably, this 

is the first about a woman who had a bastard by 

the actor Richard Burton.  Some might say that’s 

two bastards.  The woman, a young actress 

whose stage name is Dee Moray, is “an impossi-

bly thin, yet amply curved” American who ap-

peals not only to Burton but to virtually every 

other character in Beautiful Ruins. 

 The most appealing segments of the 

story take place in a remote Italian fishing village, 

Porto Vergogna (vergogna means shame), where 

Pasquale Tursi runs a struggling hotel named Ade-

quate View.  The mysterious American hides out 

in Adequate View, believing she is dying from cancer, when 

(intentionally misinformed by a doctor on behalf of Burton’s 

director, who is in the process of filming the blockbuster bomb 

Cleopatra in Rome) in fact she is pregnant. 

  The story shifts back and forth in time, so that we see 

Dee from her vibrant youth to her actual death (ironically, by 

cancer) decades later. In her wake (and oft times taking chase) are 

a disparate cast of characters, such as the honorable Pasquale, the 

besotted Burton, as well as several Hollywood types: a mogul, his 

underlings, and movie-wanna-bes, who are drawn with such vis-

ceral precision, perspicacity, and even sympathy that they man-

age to escape central casting and take on lives of their own. 

  Jess Walter, the author of The Financial Lives of the 

Poets, writes prose that can dance like sunlight on the waves in 

the Tyrrhenian Sea, and he handles frequent shifts of time and 

place (Italy, Hollywood, Scotland, Idaho) with the assurance of a 

fisherman who navigates without the need of a chart.   

~ John S. (customer, author) 
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FICTION 
Istanbul Passage By Joseph Kanon 

 When this novel opens, World War II has 

ended, but Istanbul is still a hotbed of intrigue as 

refugees and spies try to find their footing in a 

new postwar world. Businessman Leon Bauer has 

been drawn into the underworld of spies and spy-

ing, doing his bit during the war, but as the spies 

pack up to go home he is given one more opera-

tion. It goes terribly wrong, and his generally mi-

nor role in these affairs explodes into a deadly 

game of hide-and-seek.   

 Set against a backdrop of fading wealth, 

dire poverty, mosques, bazaars, and the crumbling 

Ottoman city, Istanbul Passage is the story of a 

man trying to make the right decisions when all 

the choices are bad. Over his head in a secret world, he is good at 

making decisions and enjoys the thrill of his new life.  

 Fans of Alan Furst will like this book. I enjoyed the late 

1945 time period, a time not often covered in espionage fiction. 

It was a time when friends became enemies and enemies, became, 

well, not exactly enemies.  Great plotting and a great ending kept 

me turning the pages until the very end. I hope Leon has another 

adventure ahead of him.  ~ Ray 

 

The Watchers by Jon Steele  

 Reaching high above Lausanne, Switzerland is a 1000 

year-old cathedral. In its bell tower is le guet Marc 

Rochat, who watches over the town and cares for 

the huge bells that keep time. He is the last of a 

long line of watchers, and he is destined to be here.  

 Of all the people Marc sees from his 

perch, Katherine Taylor and Jay Harper stand out. 

These three unusual lives—a charming man-child, a 

call girl, and an amnesiac private detective—have 

been on a shared path longer than any of them 

could possibly realize, and their fates are as unpre-

dictable to them as they are to the reader.  

 Steele’s descriptions of the cathedral are 

so vividly drawn that when I looked pictures up 

online, it felt familiar, as if my mental images were 

memory rather than imagination. Eerie. Actually, Steele has a 

knack for depicting all the senses—sights, sounds, actions—and 

transporting the reader into the story.  This fantastic tale of ne-

philim, angels, and fate is an unusual amalgamation of genres that 

somehow works together to form an engaging, suspenseful read. 

~ Dana 

  

 

 

Book two coming in June: Angel City 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Confession by Charles Todd 

This is my first Charles Todd mystery, and I found 

it a really enjoyable read. Detective Ian Rutledge 

is a World-War I veteran, suffering from shell 

shock, but still a very capable investigator. He is 

accompanied on his cases by Scottish Corporal 

Hamish MacLeod, who in actuality was killed in 

the bloody 1916 Battle of the Somme years earli-

er. Rutledge feels responsible for his death and 

has conjured the ghost of Hamish as a means of 

coping with the horrors of war. 

This mystery begins when a man walks into Scot-

land Yard confessing to a murder which occurred 

years earlier. The man is dying of cancer and 

wants to clear his conscience. Everything is not as 

it appears to be, though, and Rutledge sets out about England 

and into a guarded English village with long-held secrets to solve 

this murder.   

 This is an easy-reading type of mystery, one that you 

can just curl up with before bed and be entertained with a good 

whodunit with lots of twists and turns. ~ Lea 

 

Light Between Oceans by M.L. Stedman 

There are everyday moral dilemmas, and then 

there is this moral dilemma. If you are interested 

in reading this novel, please DON’T read the back 

of the book. (I hate when they give too much 

away.) In western Australia during the 1920s, a 

lighthouse couple finds a baby washed up on 

their remote island.  

They keep and raise the baby, and the repercus-

sions of this decision force both the characters 

and the reader into the gray areas of responsibil-

ity, loyalty, and the extended unseen consequenc-

es of life’s toughest decisions.  

 I especially appreciated how mature and bal-

anced this story was. Readers not only travel to 

this remote locale, they also join the characters on their life path. 

This book will certainly stay with the reader long after it’s fin-

ished. Highly recommended.  ~ Dianne 

 

Wool by Hugh Howrey 

 Imagine living your entire life inside an 

underground silo, an entire self-sustaining commu-

nity reaching 120 stories down into the land. Im-

agine thinking (as your parents and grandparents 

have) that you and your neighbors are the only 

people left on (or under) earth.  Now imagine 

you are wrong.  

 This compelling debut novel is both post

-apocalyptic and dystopian, hitting on two of the 

hottest genres in publishing today. The narration 

floats from person to person the story progresses, 

giving readers access to each section of this myste-

rious silo. The setting is a fully realized and vivid 

entity, more a character than a mere backdrop 

for events. The novel begins slowly, giving readers time to adjust 

to this world, but then accelerates and never really slows down 

after that.  ~ Dana 
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YOUNG ADULT 
Scorpio Races by  Maggie Stiefvater 

 Stiefvater (the Shiver trilogy) draws on 

Celtic mythology for inspiration in this exciting 

adventure. The capaill uisce (pronounced capple 

ishka) are horses that live in the sea surrounding 

Thisby, a small island off the coast of Ireland. They 

are fierce and primal and loyal only to the call of 

the ocean depths. Each year, on the first of No-

vember, islanders run the Scorpio Races, an insane 

gallop along the hard-packed sand of the beach. 

Each year, many die. 

 Our two young narrators, Sean and Puck, 

both desperately need to win the race and the 

accompanying purse. He is the returning champi-

on, and she is the rookie underdog determined to 

ride a regular horse against the wild capaille uisce. 

 The riding scenes are exhilarating. As someone with very 

bad equine luck—I’ve been thrown, clotheslined, stepped on, 

you name it—the thought of racing full speed on a 1000 pound 

beast terrifies me. Yet Stiefvater kinda makes me want to try it. 

Or makes me feel as though I already have. Her writing is so viv-

id, so visceral, that it’s easy to imagine the power of the animal, 

the smell of the sea, the pounding of hooves, and the thrill of the 

ride. And the rest of the story—the day to day stuff—is just as 

well rendered.  Highly recommended. ~ Dana 

 

Orleans by Sherri L. Smith 

 This young adult novel seems to pick up about 

fifty years and four hurricanes after the setting and 

plot of the wild and crazy film Beasts of the 

Southern Wild. The fifteen year-old female protag-

onist lives in Orleans, and the entire Mississippi 

delta has been walled off and quarantined due to 

an outbreak of Delta Fever. The population on 

the other side thinks that this area is a wasteland. 

A young scientist climbs the wall to find out.  

 What he finds is a primitive society that is 

evolving around what blood type you have and 

whether or not you are infected. I don’t want to 

spoil the plot and especially not the ending. This 

story vacillated between dystopian fiction, horror, 

and a survival tale extraordinaire. I strongly rec-

ommend it if you can go there. This young adult literature sure 

isn’t for sissies. ~ Dianne 

 

Wish; A Faerieground Novel by Beth Bracken  

 Be careful what you wish for. When 

jealousy over a boy causes 13-year-old Soli to 

wish her best friend Lucy away, she doesn’t real-

ize the power of her words. Lucy is whisked 

away to a land of fairies in the Willow Forest 

and Soli must try to save her from an evil queen. 

This fantastically illustrated book, replete with 

full-color plates, is written as a young adult fairy 

tale with simple prose but a deep tale of the 

power of friendship. ~ Lea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frozen in Time:  An Epic Story of Survival and a Modern 

Quest for Lost Heroes of World War II by Mitchell Zuckoff 

 This book has everything except ro-

mance (unless you call dreaming the impossible 

dream a romance).   

 There are two intertwined stories—one 

starts in 1942 and the other is still going on.  

During World War II, the United States used 

Greenland as a ferrying stop for airplanes cross-

ing the Atlantic.  The horrendous weather led to 

many crashes.  When a cargo plane went down 

with five crewmen on board, a search was start-

ed but then one of the search planes, a B-17, 

crashed in a blinding snowstorm. More search 

planes found the B-17 and began dropping sup-

plies to the survivors.  What followed was a five-

month effort to rescue the crew from their icy prison. 

 Two crewmen were rescued when a Coast 

Guard amphibious plane, a Grumman Duck, successfully landed 

on the ice, sliding in as if on water.  It safely took off and re-

turned to its ship, the Northland.  The Duck was able to pick up 

another crewman the next day, but it never returned.  

The second story is a modern day attempt to find the 

Duck and return the remains of the crew to their families.  The 

driving force of the quest was an underfunded, overachieving 

man named Lou Sapienza who had, among other evidence of the 

location of the plane, a hand-drawn map with an X on it.  The 

Coast Guard became involved in part because two of three unre-

covered bodies of Coast Guard personnel missing in action in all 

wars are on that plane.  

The author winds up turning his credit card over to Lou 

and so becomes part of the story.  Like his previous book, Lost in 

Shangri-la, this is a great survival story with an incredible ending 

set in a spectacular exotic locale. Add in the World War II 

warbird treasure hunt, and you have a simply wonderful book. ~ 

Ray 

 

Here, There, Elsewhere by William Least Heat-Moon 

 Come on along for entertaining and 

informative journeys with a premiere travel writ-

er, Least Heat-Moon, author of such classics as 

Blue Highways and River Horse. This collection 

of stories from the road was assembled to ex-

plore the world near and far: Japan, England, 

Northern Minnesota, Yosemite, and many more.  

 I took my time and savored each of 

these sojourns. Least Heat-Moon has a real talent 

for putting the reader in the front seat as the 

traveling takes place. Maps and other illustra-

tions help  the reader orient herself in each new 

venue.  

 If 

you seek adventures you 

can enjoy vicariously in the 

comfort of your own 

home, this is the book for 

you.  ~ Lon E. (customer, 

author) 
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NONFICTION 

Her by Christa Parravani 

  This is a hauntingly beautiful memoir about twin sisters, offering a poetic description of how their lives and 

identities are interwoven on a level beyond common understanding. Did you know that when an identical twin dies, 

there is a 50 percent chance that the surviving twin will die within the next two years? In this book, Christa Parravani 

shares a uniquely creative account of her struggle to survive her sister Cara’s death at age 28.  

 Their relationship makes for fascinating reading beyond the typical memoir, as both women are supremely 

gifted in the arts, one in literature and the other in photography. As children, the girls sheltered each other and provid-

ed safe haven from an abusive father, and later a strict military stepfather. Their bond continues, even as they marry 

and have successful teaching careers.  

 Their lives are changed forever, however, when Cara’s life is shattered by an act of random violence. While 

nothing has ever been able to separate the sisters, this brutal act drives a wedge in their shared experience and leaves 

one twin fighting to keep the other from spiraling into a crevasse of mental illness and drug use. I found myself return-

ing to the captivating and ghostly cover photograph trying to decipher Cara’s emotional turmoil in the moment.  

 This memoir is raw in its honesty. Parravani accesses a pool of psychological material and is willing to share 

her darkest and most unflattering moments. Perhaps it is their sadly tenuous ability to cope that makes this story so 

compelling. Ultimately she must make a choice: surrender to the grief, or claim her future without guilt. ~ Lea 
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Talking & Reading ABOUT THE U.P. 

 PWPL director Pam Christi-

ansen and I were given the oppor-

tunity to discuss U.P. based literature 

at the recent Upper Peninsula Envi-

ronmental Conference. We were 

only given fifty minutes, but could 

have gone on for hours! 

 We started at the beginning 

with writings by and about Native Americans, with Henry Rowe 

Schoolcraft, which led to his Native wife, Jane Johnston, who 

was instrumental in helping him compile and document his Hia-

watha Legends. Ojibwa Narratives by Charles and Charlotte Kaw-

bawgam is a found manuscript recently published by U of M 

press. This led to a brief discussion of Laughing Whitefish by Rob-

ert Traver, recently republished by MSU press. We were happy to 

mention Voice on the Water, a current N.A. anthology which 

contains wonderful stories, essays, poetry, and artwork from the 

16 tribes residing in Michigan. The influence and trials of mission-

aries Father Marquette and Bishop Baraga were mentioned. 

Then on to the immigrants and their descendants, many 

of whom have left lasting documentation and stories of their time 

here. I particularly enjoy the Misery Bay stories by Finlandia pro-

fessor Lauri Anderson. Jim Harrison’s Brown Dog stories often 

bring a chuckle. Brown Dog manages to make a living with his 

snow shovel and various “don’t tell the authorities” opportuni-

ties. Several mystery writers have created characters who call the 

U.P. home. Steve Hamilton’s Paradise based stories are Edgar 

Award winners that have a dedicated fan base. Joseph Hey-

wood’s Woodscop DNR themed mysteries always have people 

asking for more. Tyler Tichelaar, who claims seven generations in 

the U.P., has given Marquette a historical fiction trilogy which is 

fact filled.  

There are far too many local histories to discuss but of 

course Fred Rydholm’s comprehensive Marquette County history, 

Superior Heartland, is a must reference. Beginning with the fur 

trade and peaking with mineral and timber extraction, we contin-

ue to see publications on the new era of mining and the discus-

sion of water as a resource and commodity. There are many fine 

memoirs from this hard work era. Lon Emerick’s Going Back to 

Central, Lynn Emerick’s recent edition of Lumberjack, Cully 

Gage’s Northwoods Readers, John Martin’s Call It North Country 

are but a few of the attempts to capture life in the U.P. 

Our exceptional natural history and beauty were of 

course emphasized at this conference. Rolf and Carolyn Peter-

son’s 37 summers of Isle Royale studies come to mind, as does 

John Voelker’s many wonderful essays on fishing in the U.P.. Lon 

Emerick gives us many reasons to celebrate our land and lives in 

his most recent work, Paradise North. The environmental writers 

Stephanie Mills, Dave Dempsey, and Jerry Dennis (all downstate) 

keep reminding us of how precious the land and waters of this 

bioregion are.  

 Let’s never forget the children! Families are still reading 

Dandelion Cottage by Carroll Watson Rankin, and Granite Har-

bor by Dorothy Bird is still in print. Gloria Whelan writes middle 

readers set in the wilds of Michigan. And many teachers have 

turned writers with books about dog sledding, time-travel histo-

ries, and activities for young children. Carrie Pearson’s A Warm 

Winter Tail is definitely our bestselling children’s book right now.  

~ Dianne 



BOOKISH EVENTS 

KRISTINE O’CONNELL GEORGE 

YOUNG AUTHORS EVENT 

May 7th, 6:30 pm, PWPL’s Community Room 

Children's author, Kristine O'Connell George will talk about writing books and poetry. Activities based on 

her books after the presentation. Book sales and signing to follow.  

 

 

 

BOOK SIGNING - JOE HEYWOOD  

MAY 18, 1-3 p.m.  

Meet SB favorite Joe Heywood, and get a copy of his latest book, Hard Ground, a collec-

tion of  Woodscop short stories, including one each starring Grady Service and Lute Bapcat.  

 

 

 

BOOK SIGNING -  MARYKA BIAGGIO 

July 5th, time TBA  

Menominee native Maryka Biaggio will sign copies of her historical novel Parlor Games. Based 

on an actual court case from 1917, this story follows a beautiful con artist as she works her wiles in the Mid-

west and around the world in the early 1900s.  

 

 

THE UP BOOK TOUR 

The U.P. Book Tour features writers from Michigan and the Midwest who write about Michigan and the Upper 

Peninsula.  The tour partners with libraries, book stores, community colleges, community centers and other organi-

zations to bring at least twenty authors to at least fifteen different communities throughout the Upper Peninsula 

during late-July and early August.  

 

We’ll post all the events on our website as they are finalized, but here are two we’re particularly excited 

about: 

 

BOOK SIGNING WITH BONNIE JO CAMPBELL 

August 7th, time TBA, Snowbound Books 

Kalamazoo author Bonnie Jo Campbell will sign copies of her books Once Upon a River, American Salvage, 

and Q Road. Set in post-industrial, rural Michigan, these books are among Dianne’s current favorites. We 

are very glad to have her! (Any of these 3 would be great book club reads.) 

 

 

BOOK SIGNING WITH STEVE HAMILTON 

First week of August, date & time TBA 

Alex McKnight returns this summer in Hamilton’s tenth Paradise-based mystery, Let it Burn. We’re 

thrilled to have Steve back to Snowbound to sign his latest.  We’re still working out the details, so 

keep on our website for the final sate and time.  

 

A central part of da Tour this year is the new anthology The Way North: Collected Upper Peninsula 

New Works edited by Negaunee native Ron Riekki and published by WSU press (due out in May). 

Some of the contributors will gather at PWPL to discuss and sign their combined work. Much more infor-

mation to follow! 

 

 

BOOK DISCUSSION - LAUGHING WHITEFISH 

November 6th, 7pm, Marquette Regional History Center  

A discussion of Robert Traver’s Laughing Whitefish (new paperback edition available, great book club read) 

will take place with the following panel: 

 Matthew Fletcher, MSU College of Law, Director of MSU Indigenous Law Center  (Author of the for-

ward to the new edition) 

 Dr. Steven Peters - NMU Archives 

 Richard VanderVeen - President of the John D. Voelker Foundation 

 Moderator: Dianne Patrick (SB) 


